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Answer all questions

QI(a) Distinguish between average cost and amortized cost of an opertion. [3]
(b) Show that if a k-bit counter (initially reset) undergoes INCREMENT and DECREMENT

operations, a total of n times in arbitrary order, the cost may be as high as fJ(nk). What if only
DECREMENT is allowed? [3+2]

(c) Suppose we perform a sequence of n operations on a data structure in which the i''' operation
costs i if i is an exact power of 2, and I otherwise. Use accounting method to determine amortized
cost per operation. [7]

Q2(a) Justify of contradict the statement: "For sparse graphs adjacency list representation IS more
space efficient than adjacency matrix. [3]

(b) Modify BFS algorithm to detect if a graph contains a cycle in O(V) time. [7]
(c) How can topological sorting help in combinational circuit simulation? [3]
(d) How can minimum spanning tree problem help in determining clock distribution network in a

chip? [2]

Q3(a) Prove that if all edge weights of a graph are unique, the minimum spanning tree is also unique.
(Note: Do not take help ofMST algorithms to prove the result). [5]

(b) Prove that if a graph contains a unique heaviest edge it is either part of all MSTs or no MST.
[5]

(c) Give two examples of graphs with negative edges (but no negative weighed cycles). In the first
case, Dijkstra's algorithm should produce correct result, while in the other one it should not. Prove
your examples. [3+2]

Q4(a) Show how can a bipartite matching problem be formulated as a maximum-flow problem. [5]
(b) How can it happen that there is no edge (u, v) in a graph G, however in a residual network there

exists such an edge? Explain with an example. [3]
(c) What is meant by the statement "Problem X is NP-Complete"? [3]
(d) If problem X can be reduced to problem Y in polynomial time, justify or contradict the

following statements. [2+2]
(i) X is at least as hard as Y
(ii) Y is at least as hard as X


